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Abstract- Many issues related to insider threat in organization had been debated ever since. Although insider attacks may 
not occur as frequently as external attacks, they have a higher rate of success, can go undetected, and therefore pose a 
much greater risk than external adversaries. In relations to that, it is not undeniably the fact that many mechanisms have 
been proposed in turn to be an initiative to protect data from outside attacks. What worst to comes; those mechanisms 
could not protect data from authorized users who may misuse their privileges. Due to that circumstances, the 
development of mechanisms that protect sensitive data from insiders somehow become pitch demand as in method to 
prevent harm caused by malicious insiders. The purpose of this paper is to find out the relationship between the appraisal 
process in Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) and security practice. The method of this research is the quantitative 
method using questionnaire. The findings shows that the contribution of Security Practice towards Perceived Security 
Vulnerability, Perceived Security Threats, Security Self-Efficacy, Response Efficacy, Prevention Cost, and Maladaptive 
Rewards.  There was positive correlation between all constructs with p< .001. However, the highest relationship is 
between security practice and maladaptive rewards with 44% of contribution and the lowest relationship is between 
security practice and response efficacy with 6 % of contribution. Increases in security practice were correlated with 
increases rating in appraisals processes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The traditional notions of cyber security has emphasized on protecting systems or technology against attack that 
arise from the external threats [1–3] However this notion need to be rectified as it is becoming norms and 
apparent that there are great number of attacks comes from insider threat [4,5]. In a recent study by Legg [6], 
shows that 58% of reported security incidents were as a result of insider threat. 

According to 2011 CyberSecurity Watch Survey[(7)], 58% of cyber-attacks on organizations are attributed to 
outside threats, 21% of attacks are initiated by their own employees or trusted third parties.  In addition, as 
mentioned (8), a lot of incidents were actually are planned in advance. This included individuals which had 
already involved in the incident and/or potential beneficiaries of the [(9)]insider activity (74%), co-workers 
(22%), friends (13%), and family members (9%). 

Many organizations fail to detect the presence of an insider threat which can cost billions of pounds per year and 
cause serious damage to the organization, much of which therefore goes unreported and so the true extend of 
the problem is still unknown. An ‘insider’ is anyone with privileged access (e.g., an employee, contractor, client 
or business partner) to an organization’s data, systems or infrastructure, and an ‘insider threat’ to be an insider 
that intentionally abuses this access for some gain.Although insider attacks may not occur as frequently as 
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external attacks, they have a higher rate of success, can go undetected, and therefore pose a much greater risk 
than external adversaries [(10,11)].  

The cost of security breaches can reach up to $5.4 million in some organizations, whereas security attacks are 
causing organizations an average cost of $591,780 per attack. Infosecurity Magazine has reported that, globally, 
IS expenditures have reached $55 billion, and it projects that, in 2016, the security expenditure around the 
world will reach up to $86 billion[(12)]. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND  

A central goal of managing information systems is the assurance of the information’s security which its 
confidentiality, integrity, and accessibility which comprises a plethora of activities to, among other things, 
implement and maintain technical, behavioral, and economic controls to prevent and deter threats arising from 
internal and external sources which may originate from human or non-human sources [(13)]. Extensive research 
has pointed to the insider, typically the employee, as a primary source of threat to the information system’s 
security. Employee actions that threaten the security of organizational information resources may be accidental 
or they may be volitional but not malicious [(13)]. 

Theory is fundamental to research for without it, research does not really exist. Based on literature, few theories 
have been used relating to insider threat. There are many theories proposed by scholars which came from facets 
of areas. Meanwhile, significant to this research, behavioral theories such as Theory of Reasoned Action, General 
Deterrence Theory, Protection Motivation Theory, and such has been identified and as stated by [(14)], these 
theories explained how behaviors are shaped. 

Moreover there are arguments between researchers indicates that technology alone is insufficient to ensure 
security and have started to pay attention to the human aspect of security[(15–17)]. However as stated by[(18)], 
knowledge about user security behaviours is far from complete.In addition, perceived susceptibility and severity 
has been studied by IT security research with inconsistent results. The fact reveal that perceived vulnerability 
(susceptibility) does not predict whether individuals will execute network security (in their home) but 
perceived severity does [(16)]. Meanwhile according to [(15)], perceived susceptibility affects users’ email 
security behaviour, but perceived severity does not. On the other hand, [(17)]stated that perceived vulnerability 
and severity both have an effect on user IT security behavior [(18)].  

Furthermore, a more creative research approaches needed in order to retrieve facts on understanding the 
cognitive and affective processes of both term “white hat” and “black hat” IS security policy violators [20]. The 
suggest of present study is concerning the term “white hat” (employee, student, contractor, agent, customer) 
who is projected by organization to indulge with numerous IT security policies and procedures, including 
devoting in protective behavior such as make a backup of important data, avoiding suspect emails, encrypting 
mobile data and other activities[(20)]. 

In addition, malicious IT could be as an agent that continuously invading systems which cause malevolent 
changes [(18)]. To be added with, based on prior research conducted by [(21–23)], people tend to consider a 
safeguarding measure by considering how it effectively counters the IT threat, concerning on costs they about to 
engage, and how convinced they feel about using it[(18)]. Furthermore, as stated by Technology Threat 
Avoidance Theory (TTAT), emotional disturbance experienced by users often triggered by the perilous prospect 
of the threat when the threat level is high. This situation automatically generates a problem-focused coping in 
order to cope the objective threat, as well as utilizing emotion-focused coping to mitigate user’s emotional 
uneasiness [(18)]. Moreover, various form of malicious IT has been continuously jeopardizing the security of 
contemporary computing environments. To be added with, theory-based empirical research address that 
computer users’ voluntary IT threat avoidance behavior is lacking. This is supported by the fact that most 
existing security research on individual behavior is focused on organizational settings whereby threat avoidance 
behavior is mandatory[(18)]. 
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Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) has been presented as one of the most influential theories in health social 
sciences for predicting an individual’s intention to engage in protective manners. However, its importance and 
influence has also been proven in information security compliance behaviour in recent years. The integration of 
theory of planned behaviour (TPB) with protection motivation theory (PMT) inspected by [25]to understand 
information security policies compliance. Overall, his results derived from the business managers and IS 
professional suggested a great influence of PMT over TPB. Moreover,[26,27]also investigated the integration of 
protection motivation theory (PMT), theory of reasoned action (TRA) and cognitive evaluation theory (CET); to 
explain employees’ adherence to information security policies. His theory based model presented significant 
results with the role of protection motivation theory (PMT) in actual compliance with information security 
policies. PMT has been implied to better understand on what motivates individuals to comply with security 
policy(24,27), backup data (28,29), as well as employing antimalware software (30,31). This theory also has 
been adapted to explain various behaviors aimed at protecting home computers and networks (16,32,33) and to 
explain why users who know how to protect their systems fail to do so (34)However, even though PMT has been 
applied in InfoSec research, results have been unpredictable and inconsistent(35).  

 The basic idea of PMT is to have people engage in adaptive actions when dealing with (environmental) 
risks through perceived risk vulnerability on one hand, and on other hand by considering the possibilities to 
cope these risks through response efficacy and self-efficacy(36). In threat appraisal process, it involves user on 
deciding whether he perceives that he is vulnerable to a given threat (perceived vulnerability) and the severity 
of the threat (perceived severity). The coping appraisal process comprises the user determining whether a 
protective action is effective at providing protection from the threat (response efficacy), whether he is capable of 
performing the protective action (self-efficacy) and if it is worth the perceived cost of doing so (perceived cost) 
(33). In general, increment in threat severity, threat vulnerability, response efficacy and self-efficacy helped 
adaptive intentions or behaviors. On the other hand, decrement in maladaptive response rewards and adaptive 
response costs increased adaptive intentions or behaviors. This held true whether the measures were based on 
intentions or behaviors, and suggests that PMT components may be useful for individual and community 
interventions (37). 

Perceived vulnerability reflects an individual’s perceptions of their susceptibility to the harms (36,38–40). 
Moreover, vulnerability refers to conditional probability the threatening event will occur that no adaptive 
behaviour is performed or there is no modification of an existing behavioural disposition. Moreover, the 
perception of vulnerability relates to a person’s assessment of his or her probability of being exposed to bad 
threat. Hence, the probability of adopting the adaptive behaviour increases when a person notices vulnerability 
as higher(41).Also, being engaged in work activities make employees spend nearly half of their waking lives thus 
become attached to their organizations, including the organization’s goals and stakeholders (e.g., (42)). A 
positive connection between employees and organizations usually leads to an increase frequency of beneficial 
activities performed by employees on behalf of their organizations (43,44). Therefore this lead on why many 
insider feel responsible for protecting organizational information resources from security threats (45). Hence, 
threat vulnerability should be major component in threat appraisal as well as overall formation of insider’s 
protection motivation(39).  In addition, perceived vulnerability is regularly hypothesized to have positive 
relationship with security practices (33). It is found that a field study of 218 faculty member working at U.S 
public universities discloses that threat appraisals have a stronger influence on the adoption of anti-plagiarisms 
software than do coping appraisals (41). In one study, perceived vulnerability was shown to positively 
influenced intentions to adopt anti-malware software (40). However, it is found that this relationship only held 
for IS experts and employees in IT intensive industries. Perceived vulnerability did not find a significant 
relationship with security attitude when explaining whether people will comply with security policies (27).  To 
be added with, a further study did not find a significant relationship between perceived vulnerability and 
properly securing wireless networks (16). Though, even with the mixed findings from prior research, with the 
theoretical support from PMT, it is expected that perceived vulnerability will positively influence individuals’ 
security practices (33). 

Maladaptive behavior occurs when participants use neutralization techniques (e.g., denial) in order to justify 
their inappropriate security behaviors (46). Maladaptive rewards is an internal mechanisms for behavioral 
justification, however they could be rising externally (i.e., extrinsic rewards). Also, in a context of security study, 
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one can consider that immoral actors may be agreeable to pay an insider for failing to protect the system or for 
proactively rendering the system more vulnerable (e.g., sharing login information or selling valuable 
information) (47). Maladaptive rewards can be intrinsic or extrinsic(39). In addition, a previous research has 
states [101], maladaptive rewards and response costs have influence on the development of protection 
motivation and also continue to be examined rarely(39). According to PMT, the insider is able to evaluate the 
security via the threat appraisal process after an insider acquires security threat information (39).  

 Prevention cost also considered as coping appraisal, which is the cost of performing the recommended 
behavior. People might refuse from being involved in recommended behaviors when the cost of preventative 
behaviors is high(38). The perceived costs signify all perceived costs which connected to protective measures or 
actions, including monetary costs and non-monetary costs such as effort, time, or inconvenience (36). In PMT, 
they postulates that as the response cost goes up, the probability of performing the adaptive coping response 
goes down (40). Furthermore, IS research has found support for these findings whereby the intentions of 
executives to adopt anti-malware software being lower as the response cost is high (40). Nonetheless, these 
findings reflect regardless of IS expertise or IT intensiveness of an industry the executive works. In addition, 
further research supports this with the fact that response cost negatively influencing whether people properly 
secure their wireless network (16). This is supported by other security where a security countermeasure will 
not occur when the cost of responding to a security threat is greater than the damage of the resulting threat (Lee 
et al. 2002). In other technology adoption literature, similarly shows that as the cost of using technology 
increases, an individual becomes less likely to use the technology (48). Such findings from previous research 
suggest that as the cost of invoking a coping response increases, then the likelihood of implementing the 
response goes down. Following this, it is expected that response cost will be negatively related to performing 
security tasks (33).  

An emotional response to a threat that expresses, or at least implies, some sort of danger is called fear. Fear has a 
significant effect on behavior, which lead them to seek ways of removing or coping with the threat and the 
danger, for most people(49). An appeal communication that involving fear usually attempts to influence or 
persuade through the threat of impending danger or harm(50). According to (37), fear arousing communications 
have a significant impact on the selection of behaviors. The fear appeals has been an influence on motivation and 
this has been widely studied(51). Fear appeals often engage a cognitive processing model(e.g., (52)) even though 
results were unclear (Peters et al., 2013). According to these process, individuals process their reactions in one 
of two ways (or in both ways simultaneously, with stronger of two dominating the response). The processes are 
“danger control” and “fear control” (53). As describe in theories of stress and coping (i.e., (54)) the danger 
control process shares features with the major cognitive appraisal process. The major cognitive appraisal is 
essentially an appraisal of threat vulnerability, which individuals engage when confronted with a stressful 
situation, and the motivation to consider the threat further hinges on their perception of existential vulnerability 
(54). Also, because of the complimentary positive coping response, PMT predicts that individuals who emphasis 
on controlling danger are more motivated to deal with the cause of the danger, a given threat is seen as relevant 
to a person and generates fear that acts as a motivator, not a de-motivator (47). 

It is therefore assumed that protection motivation as a countermeasure to security risks in institutions in 
Malaysia can bring employees closer to information security policies compliance. Also, considering protection 
motivation as fundamental motivation can bring positive attitude towards the work ethics and security related 
tasks (55). 

 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

Research approach 

This phase of research is concerned with the validity of the constructs themselves. It is important to ensuring the 
validity of the observed variables and capturing the essence of the desired latent variables before analyzing the 
model and its path. A survey instrument was developed to test the indicators chosen for the proposed latent 
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variables.  Items were measured using a 4-point Likert scale consisting of “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”, 
“Agree” and “Strongly Agree”. The study was conducted and distributed on a sample of 305 and 205 were 
received. Respondents held positions identified as “Managerial” with 2%, “Technical” with 78%, and 
“Professional staff” 20%. Further company size identified as medium with 90.7 % employed by a company with 
less than 10000. As the focus was the validation of the factors synthesized from literature, collected data was 
analyzed using regression analysis using SPSS 22. 

 

IV. FINDINGS 

In order to use survey-based methodology, a key concern is usually regarding assuring the reliability of the scale. 
A popular test for scale reliability is Cronbach’s alpha, which determines the internal consistency of items in a 
survey instrument to gauge its reliability. The Cronbach’s alpha of the instrument was calculated as .85, 
exceeding the .70 found to be an acceptable reliability coefficient.  

 The data was loaded into SPSS AMOS 22. In this analysis, we are going to determine the relationship 
between the appraisal process and security practice.  

Annova analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

A one-way between subjects ANOVA (Table 1) was conducted to compare the effect of security practice to threat 
appraisals. There was a significant effect on security practice on threat appraisals at p <.05 level for the six 
conditions [F(4,200)= 89.295, p = .00]. 

Table 1 Annova analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

Annova 
 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Regressi
on 

357.179 4 89.295 56.46
8 

.000
e 

Residual  316.265 200 1.581   
Total  673.444 204    

Coefficients analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

The coefficient analysis has been run in order to identify linear regression in predicting security practice from 
those six factors. In linear regression, coefficients are the values that multiply the predictor values.  The sign of 
each coefficients indicates the direction of the relationship between a predictor variable and the responsible 
variable. A positive sign indicates that as the predictor variable increases, the response variable also increases 
(Frost, 2020). The threat appraisals support significantly with p< .01. However, perceived security threats has 
negative relationship with security practice (shown in Table 2). 
 

Table 2 Coefficients analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

Coefficients 
Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standar

dized 
Coefficie

nt 

 

t 

 

Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

β Std. 
Error 

Beta  Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) .414 .978  .423 .673   
maladaptiverew .716 .065 .591 10.961 .000 .809 1.237 
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ards 
securityselfeffica

cy 
.622 .119 .367 5.210 .000 .473 2.116 

perceivedsecurit
ythreats 

-.789 .211 -1.310 -3.740 .000 .019 52.236 

perceivedsecurit
yvulnerability 

2.040 .623 1.132 3.274 .001 .020 50.946 

Model Summary and Correlations analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

This analysis is purposely to identify the contribution of Security Practice towards Perceived Security 
Vulnerability, Perceived Security Threats, Security Self-Efficacy, Response Efficacy, Prevention Cost, and 
Maladaptive Rewards.  There was positive correlation between all constructs with p< .001. However, the highest 
relationship is between security practice and maladaptive rewards with 44% of contribution and the lowest 
relationship is between security practice and response efficacy with 6 % of contribution (see Table 3). Increases 
in security practice were correlated with increases rating in appraisals processes. 

Table 3 Correlations analysis between Security Practice and Appraisal Process 

 Correlations 
Pearson Correlation 

Security Practice 
Security 
Practice 

Perceived 
Security 

Vulnerabili
ty 

Perceived 
Security 
Threats 

Security 
Self-

Efficacy 

Response 
Efficacy 

Preventi
on Cost 

Maladaptive 
Rewards 

 1.000  .307 .293 .479 .252 .332 .662 

Sig. (1-tailed) 
Security Practice 

 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

N Security Practice 205 205 205 205 205 205 205 
         

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A user’s security behavior is reflected by range of factors that are both internal and external to an 
individual(15,17).According to Chenoweth (56), PMT suggests that behavioral intention specifies the degree to 
which someone is willing to try to perform a behavior such as installing and maintaining anti-spyware software 
(security practice). The more intense their behavioral intention, the higher the probability an individual will 
adopt anti-spyware software (security practice) (56). A research by (56) they use maladaptive coping which is 
defined as coping behaviors (i.e. avoidance, denial, hopelessness) that do not directly manage the threat of 
becoming infected with spyware. PMT predicts that maladaptive coping will negatively impact behavioral 
intention. Their result shows perceived vulnerability, perceived severity, response efficacy, and response cost 
influence behavioral intention to use anti-spyware software as a protective technology. Perceived Security 
Vulnerability and Perceived Security Threats contribute 9% to security practice, Response Efficacy contribute 
6%, and Prevention Cost contribute 10% to security practice. The highest correlation/contribution is the 
relationship between Maladaptive Reward and Security Pactice which contribute 44%. From this cognitive 
appraisal, it raises protection motivation, which then suggested to develop an attitude change and intent to 
adopt a recommended (protective) response. The attitude change is not claimed to result from an emotional 
state of fear, but rather from protective motivation arising out of the cognitive appraisal process (56). As to 
support which factor triggered insider threat to attack organizational data, which result shown organizational 
factor, according to (18), most existing security research on individual behavior is focused on organizational 
settings where the threat avoidance behavior is mandatory. 

Finally, the research closed with future work recommendations which may assist researchers to extend and 
enhance the findings of this research.This research could assists academic researchers to identify research gaps 
in information security field, focusing on insider threat, including identifying further research needed in this 
field. This includes examining factors related in different other Asian country. Therefore, the current research 
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assists in filling a gap in information security field. This research are focusing on quantitative method. Therefore 
it may be beneficiary for data to be collected using other methods in future research. The present study are using 
questionnaire distribution for the purpose of data collection. It is recommended that future studies use a web-
based survey to gather robust data from respondents.  
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